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Leland Wilkinson is Executive VP of SYSTAT Software Inc., Adjunct Professor of Statistics at Northwestern University, and Adjunct Professor of Computer Science at the University of Illinois Chicago. He received his Ph.D. from Yale University in 1975. Wilkinson wrote the SYSTAT statistical package and founded SYSTAT Inc. in 1984. He sold the company to SPSS in 1994 and worked there for ten years on research and development of visualization systems. SPSS eventually sold SYSTAT to Cranes Software International and Wilkinson rejoined SYSTAT in 2008. He is a Fellow of the American Statistical Association and an elected member of the International Statistical Institute. In addition to journal articles and the original SYSTAT computer program and manuals, Wilkinson is the author (with Grant Blank and Chris Gruber) of Desktop Data Analysis with SYSTAT and The Grammar of Graphics.